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PURPOSE
To seek feedback from Elected Members regarding leases and Council’s
current ground maintenance costs at Unley and Goodwood Ovals, to enable
presenting a report on the matter.
DISCUSSION
Unley and Goodwood Ovals are home to numerous sporting clubs who have
leases over the facilities which incorporates access to the grounds. The current
lease arrangement is a rolling 5-year term for all clubs.
The clubs have all requested longer term leases moving forward. In addition,
an upgrade of the ground surface at Unley Oval is to be undertaken in 2023 and
in this respect, it is timely for Council to review a number of key matters to
confirm the way forward.
On 21 September 2021, an initial briefing was held for Elected Members
regarding this matter. At that time, information was provided regarding the
lease arrangements, clubs’ requests for longer term leases and Council’s
current costs incurred to enable organised sports to be played at the Ovals.
The feedback which was provided by Elected Members at this initial briefing has
been used by the Administration to guide the drafting of a Discussion Paper
outlining the relevant issues.
The Discussion Paper and Property Management Policy have been provided to
Elected Members ahead of this briefing, in order to enable feedback to be
provided at the briefing.
Attachments 1 - 2
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Key Considerations
The Discussion Paper has outlined the following key considerations:
 Background including purpose of the Discussion Paper, need for review
and the two Elected Member briefings.
 Current Usage at both Ovals, recent and current redevelopments occurring
and the clubs’ contributions to these upgrades.
 Current Maintenance specifically regarding the grounds to enable the clubs
to play organised sports at the Ovals.
 Benchmarking which has been undertaken with other councils to compare
Council’s current practices.
 Options moving forward regarding lease terms and recovery of Council’s
ground maintenance costs.
 Other Considerations for Unley Oval given the proposed ground surface
upgrade works.
Preparation for Members
To assist in the discussion, Members have been provided with:
 Discussion Paper setting out all relevant details.
Specific Questions for Members
Various questions have been posed throughout the Discussion Paper document
to confirm the feedback required from Elected Members by the Administration,
to enable a report to be presented to Council.
SPEAKERS
Claude Malak, General Manager City Development
THE BRIEFING IS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
 The Discussion Paper is a public document.
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1.

Background

1.1

Purpose of Discussion Paper

The purpose of this Discussion Paper is to outline to Elected Members for their
consideration, the options available to Council regarding its current costs for
maintaining the grounds at Unley Oval and Goodwood Oval and its cost recovery from
the clubs who use the facilities.
An Elected Member briefing will be held on 21 February 2022, to consider the
information which is contained in this Discussion Paper and to seek feedback
regarding the way forward to enable a report to be finalised and presented to Council
on the matter.

1.2

Need for Review

A reasonable upfront question is why does Council need to undertake a review?
It has been some time since Council has formally considered and reviewed its ground
maintenance costs at these sites, the levels of service it provides the clubs and what
it recovers by way of fees it charges its lessees. Much has changed in recent years.
Unley Oval has, for many years now, been used by the Sturt Football Club and Sturt
Cricket Club on a rolling 5-year lease term. Similarly, Goodwood Oval has been home
to the Goodwood Saints Football Club and Goodwood Cricket Club for a long time
also on an ongoing 5-year lease arrangement.
The requirements and expectations of all the clubs who use both Ovals are continually
increasing as they grow, develop and expand. In this respect, the clubs have
expressed a desire to seek certainty through a long-term lease. The Administration
does not have the delegation to enter into a lease term which is greater than 5-years
so this is a decision for Council to make. In addition, Council would need to undertake
community consultation, prior to making any final decision regarding entering into a
long-term lease as requested.
In the case of Unley Oval, Council has recently secured a grant from the State
Government for the resurfacing of the ground. Considering this and all the other
current issues, it is timely for Council to review its current operations regarding the
Ovals and decide what changes (if any) it wishes to implement moving forward.

1.3

Initial Elected Member Briefing

On 21 September 2021, an Elected Member briefing was held regarding this matter.
The purpose of the briefing was to highlight to Elected Members the key issues and
discuss how best to progress Council’s considerations of these issues.
At this initial briefing, the following was discussed:
 Should the clubs be provided with a long-term lease as per their requests?
 Is Council satisfied with its current cost recovery regarding its maintenance of
the grounds or does it wish to review this?
 In the event Council wishes to review its current cost recovery, what is the
preferred way forward?
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The feedback which was received from Elected Members at the initial briefing has
been considered by the Administration and this Discussion Paper is now presented as
a follow up. This Discussion Paper sets out the current status and options regarding
Council’s review of its cost recovery and lease terms for the clubs moving forward.

1.4

Further Elected Member Briefing

A further Elected Member briefing is to be held on 21 February 2022.
In essence, the Administration will guide Elected Members through this Discussion
Paper at that briefing. Following the briefing, a report will be presented to Council
seeking a formal position on the way forward.
In the event Council decides to make any changes to the current arrangements
whether that is regarding lease terms or its cost recovery, then appropriate
consultation will need to be undertaken with the clubs and the community.
At this briefing, the following will need to be established:
 Are the options presented in this Discussion Paper adequate and does the level
of information enable Council to make an informed decision?
 Is there a preferred option regarding the lease terms moving forward?
 Is there a preferred option regarding Council’s cost recovery moving forward?
 Are there other options not included that should be considered?

1.5

Next Step

The feedback which is to be received from the Elected Members at the briefing will be
used by the Administration to finalise a report which is expected to be presented to
Council for its consideration as its meeting to be held in March 2022.
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2.

Current Usage

2.1

Unley Oval

2.1.1

Sturt Football Club

The Sturt Football Club has an all year round lease for the use of the buildings facilities
but share the changerooms with the Sturt Cricket Club during the cricket season which
extends from October to March (inclusive) annually.
The club has a licence for the use of the ground for a total of 500-hours for trainings
and junior matches during the football season which extends from April to September
(inclusive) annually. The club has an additional licence for the use of the ground for
10 senior and reserves matches during the football season.
In terms of fees, the club pays an annual lease fee of $28,141 for the use of the
building facilities which enables access to the ground but there is no direct charge by
Council to the club for ground use. The club pays an additional licence fee of $2,757
for each of the senior / reserves matches played at the Oval for the installation of
fencing (total $27,570) which is arranged by Council. The club therefore pay a total
fee of $55,711 annually for the use of the facility.
The club’s current lease fee has been calculated taking into account its financial
contribution for Stage 1 of the building facilities redevelopment. The current lease fee
has also been based on a review of the club’s classification from ‘commercial’ operator
to ‘peak body’ pursuant to the requirements of Council’s Property Management Policy.
A copy of the Policy is attached. The club has requested a long-term lease (tenure not
specified) and Council has previously given this some consideration, but this now
requires to be reviewed.
2.1.2

Sturt Cricket Club

The Sturt Cricket Club is located outside the City of Unley (within the City of Mitcham)
where the senior teams (As and Bs) are based. Unley Oval is used by the Club’s lower
Cs and Ds teams only. The facilities are not used by these teams for trainings but
official matches only.
The club has a lease arrangement over the changerooms for the cricket season which
extends from October to March (inclusive) annually and this arrangement allows the
club access to the ground, but they are not charged a direct cost for the use of the
ground. When AFLW matches have been held, the club relinquish 5-weeks at the end
of its season to enable preparation works to host these matches.
The club pays a total fee of $4,625 for the use of the changerooms which allows
access to the ground to play approximately 10-12 matches annually. The club has
requested a long-term lease but has not specified a tenure.
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2.1.3

Building Facilities Redevelopment

Council has upgraded the facility for approximately $2.5m (Stage 1) and committed
approximately $4.2m (Stage 2). The Sturt Football Club has made a direct financial
contribution of $250k (Stage 1) and has committed $1m (Stage 2). The club has also
financially contributed towards the picket fence, lighting, electronic screen, entry gates
and other works around the Oval of up to $500k.

2.2

Goodwood Oval

2.2.1

Goodwood Saints Football Club

The Goodwood Saints Football Club has a lease for the use of the building facilities
which includes access to the ground for training and matches for the duration of the
football season which extends between April and September (inclusive) annually.
The lease enables the club to have 24/7 access and use of the building facilities but
specifies the dates and times for ground use for training and matches.
The club pays an annual lease fee of $4,590 for the use of the building facilities which
enables access to the ground but there is no direct charge from Council to the club for
the use of the ground. The club has requested a 25-year lease.
2.2.2

Goodwood Cricket Club

The Goodwood Cricket Club has a lease for the use of the building facilities which
allows access to the ground for training and matches for the duration of the cricket
season which extends between October and March (inclusive) annually.
The lease enables the club to have 24/7 access and use of the building facilities but
specifies the dates and times for ground use for training and matches.
The club pays an annual lease fee of $4,590 for the use of the building facilities but
also pays an annual fee of $4,277 specifically for use of the ground. This additional
cost is for the wicket preparation works which are undertaken by Council. It is unclear
why the club is the only user that is charged specifically for the preparation of the
ground for its use, but it is believed by the Administration to be historical.
The club therefore pays a total annual fee of $8,867 for the use of all facilities, inclusive
of ground preparation. The club has requested a 25-year lease.
2.2.3

Building Facilities Redevelopment

Council has undertaken a redevelopment of the building facilities at Goodwood Oval
at a cost of approximately $3.5m.
The Football and Cricket clubs have each contributed an amount of $15,000 (cash)
and $15,000 (in-kind support) towards the redevelopment.
The current lease fee has considered the clubs contributions and has been based on
the clubs being classified as ‘community groups’ in accordance with the provisions of
Council’s Property Management Policy.
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3.

Current Maintenance

3.1

Unley Oval

Council undertakes all ground preparations all year round for the entire football and
cricket seasons (pre and post). The works include mowing, fertilising, aeration, line
marking, cricket wicket rolling and scarifying, etc.
Council depot operations staff are continually challenged with trying to prepare the
surfaces from the end of cricket season to ensure the Oval is prepared for the
commencement of the football season and often need to impede on the end of the
cricket season to be able to ensure the ground is ready in time.
Council has been successful in obtaining a grant of $635,000 towards replacing the
existing surface and irrigation at the Oval. In this respect, it is timely for Council to
consider how it wants the Oval to be used in the future in relation to organised sports
and its current users.
The Administration has considered Council’s annual ‘open space’ baseline costs
which is what would be required in the event the Oval is not being used for organised
sports and compared that with its lessees’ costs. Council’s annual costs for the
maintenance of the ground has also been compared with what is recovered by Council
from the clubs. Table 1 below outlined these details.
Table 1: Unley Oval Annual Cost Summary for Ground Maintenance
Unley Oval
Cost

Outgoing

Incoming

% Recovered

Open Space
Base Service

$14,238

NA

NA

Football

$88,035

Cricket
Total

$55,711

0%

(Lease fee for building use
and matchday fencing cost)

(No direct charge for ground use)

$61,691

$4,625

0%

(Lease fee for building use)

(No direct charge for ground use)

$163,964

Currently, Council’s total annual cost for the maintenance of the ground at Unley Oval,
to enable recreational use as well as use by both clubs is $163,964 of which $149,726
is to meet the requirements of both clubs.
Of this total cost, Council incurs $88,035 (or 53.7%) to enable the playing of football
and $61,691 (or 37.6%) to enable the playing of cricket.
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3.2

Goodwood Oval

As the case with Unley Oval, Council undertakes all ground maintenance and
seasonal preparations for the playing of football and cricket.
The Administration has considered Council’s annual ‘open space’ baseline costs
which is what would be required in the event the Oval is not being used for organised
sports and compared that with its lessees’ costs. Council’s annual costs for the
maintenance of the ground has also been compared with what is recovered by Council
from the clubs. Table 2 below outlined these details.
Table 2: Goodwood Oval Annual Cost Summary for Ground Maintenance
Goodwood Oval
Cost

Outgoing

Incoming

% Recovered

Open Space
Base Service

$13,788

NA

NA

Football

$59,682

Cricket
Total

$4,625

0%

(Lease fee for building use)

(No direct charge for ground use)

$68,719

$4,277

6.2%

(Of that a fee of $4,277 is charged
for ground preparation)

(Specifically recovered for ground use)

$142,189

Currently, Council’s total annual cost for the maintenance of the ground at Goodwood
Oval, to enable recreational use as well as use by both clubs is $142,189 of which
$128,401 is to meet the requirements of both clubs.
Of this total cost, Council incurs $59,682 (or 42.0%) to enable the playing of football.
In respect to cricket, Council incurs $68,719 (or 48.3%) and recovers $4,277 (or 6.2%).
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4.

Benchmarking

4.1

Other Councils

The Administration has considered Council’s current practices regarding this matter in
comparison with other councils’ policies and procedures when dealing with similar
clubs and users for similar community facilities.
It is evident that councils deal with these matters in a variety of ways across the board
and there does not appear to be a ‘one size fits all’ approach when it comes to the
leasing and usage of community facilities such as Unley and Goodwood Ovals.
However, it was felt appropriate by the Administration to undertake the comparison for
Council’s consideration.

4.2

Overall Summary

A total of four councils were considered, namely the Cities of Mitcham, West Torrens,
Holdfast Bay and Burnside. Table 3 below outlines the overall summary which the
Administration has collated setting out each of the councils’ practices.
Table 3: Summary of Benchmarking with Other Councils
Council

Oval Maintenance Arrangements

Mitcham

•
•
•

West Torrens

•
•
•
•

Holdfast Bay

•
•
•
•

Burnside

•
•

Lessees with exclusive use of grounds are responsible for all their own
maintenance requirements.
Council maintains non-exclusive use grounds and charge lessees a flat rate of
$2,400 p.a.
Turf wickets / specialist grounds are not maintained by Council.
Council maintains grounds.
Thebarton Oval is open to public but not widely advertised as such. SANFL has
lease over ground and is responsible for maintenance.
Richmond Oval is maintained by Council and 25% is charged back to the club
through a lease.
Turf wickets are not maintained by Council.
Council maintains grounds and charges lessees $0.30/sqm depending on type
of maintenance.
Council maintains turf wickets at a cost to lessees which is higher than ground
maintenance (details unknown).
Brighton Oval has had a major upgrade. Lease fees have been significantly
increased and phased over 5-year leases to lessees.
Glenelg Oval has a long-standing lease with Council maintaining.
Council maintains grounds to a standard level with anything above and beyond
is responsibility of lessees.
Turf wickets / specialised grounds are not maintained by Council.
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5.

Options

5.1

Overall Considerations

There are two matters which require consideration.
The first is whether Council wishes to continue with ongoing 5-year leases which are
managed by the Administration under delegation or if long-term leases should be
issued and if so, what is considered to be an appropriate longer-term tenure.
The second issue is what changes (if any) does Council wish to make specifically
regarding its current maintenance costs directly related to enabling organised sports
to be played at the Ovals and the current recovery from the clubs who use these
facilities. Currently, other than the Goodwood Cricket Club, the other clubs are not
charged a direct fee for the use of the grounds and Council may wish for this to
continue.

5.2

Lease Terms

5.2.1

Unley Oval

The Sturt Football Club lease has expired but an interim arrangement has been put in
place till the completion of the Stage 2 works. Following this, it is proposed that a new
longer term lease will be entered into (tenure to be confirmed).
In respect to the new lease, it will be recommended to Council to retain the current
fees payable by the Sturt Football Club in recognition of the significant financial
contributions it has made to Stage 1 and Stage 2 of the redevelopment.
The Sturt Cricket Club current lease has expired but an interim arrangement has been
put in place till the end of the current 2022/23 cricket season and pending Council’s
decision on future uses of Unley Oval.
5.2.2

Goodwood Oval

The Goodwood Saints Football Club will commence its current 6-months lease in April
2022 and expire in September 2022. The club has requested a 25-year lease.
The Goodwood Cricket Club’s current lease will expire at the conclusion of the 2021/22
cricket season (March 2022). The club has requested a 25-year lease.
5.2.3

Options

All clubs have requested a longer term lease than the current rolling 5-years which is
provided by Council. The clubs have requested this to provide them certainty and
better security in terms of their future plans but also to ensure their continued
development. There are numerous options available to Council regarding this as set
out in Table 4.
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Table 4: Options Available to Council Regarding Lease Terms
Option

Advantage

Disadvantage

1. Retain Status Quo
Council could decide to
continue to issue a rolling
5-year lease to all clubs.



Matter would continue to be
managed by the Administration
under delegation which is an
expedient process.
Community consultation not
required which could raise
issues that would need to be
resolved by Council prior to
finalising a lease.



2. Medium Term Lease



Would better meet with the
expectations of the clubs.
Council is likely to be able to
negotiate an increase of its cost
recovery, should it decide to
pursue this course of action.
Council would be able to include
within the lease the agreed
levels of service to be provided
to the clubs.



Council
could
issue
medium term 10-year
leases which would be a
greater term than the
current 5-year lease but
would not be an overly
long-term commitment.













3. Long Term Lease
Council could issue longterm 20-year leases.




Same as Option 2.
In addition, Council would be
better placed to undertake
strategic decision knowing the
long-term usage of the facilities.




Would not meet with the
expectations of the clubs for
a long-term lease.
Clubs are unlikely to accept
an increase in Council’s cost
recovery with a continuation
of a short-term lease, should
it decide to pursue this
course of action.
Community consultation is
required. This may raise
issues that would need to be
finalised by Council prior to
entering into the lease which
could result in lengthy
timeframes.
Council would not be able to
make changes in terms of
other organised sports at the
Ovals for the lease term.
Community may be against
longer term leases seeing
this as an erosion to
community use
Same as Option 2.
In addition, the community is
likely to consider this option
unreasonable and a very
long commitment.

The key considerations for Council are summarised as follows:
 Are the options provided considered to reasonable in terms of providing
Council with a range of potential solutions moving forward?
 Are there other options which should be considered?
 What is considered to be the most appropriate option moving forward?

5.3

Cost Recovery

It would be reasonable to assume that most of the clubs would be willing to accept
some increase in their costs for Council to recover its costs, in the event it decides to
issue medium or long-term leases, but this is yet to be confirmed through a formal
consultation process with the clubs.
Table 5 below outlines the various options available to Council in terms of its cost
recovery for the maintenance of the grounds.
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Table 5: Options Available to Council Regarding Cost Recovery
Option

Advantage

Disadvantage

1. Retain Status Quo
Council could decide to
make no changes and
retain the status quo.



Clubs would be required to
continue not to pay anything
specific regarding their use of
the grounds which they would
be happy with. The exception is
the Goodwood Cricket Club
which currently does pay a fee
for the use of the ground.
Consultation would not be
required and new leases could
be issued expediently.





Council would reduce its current
annual costs by 50%.



Would be considered a
significant and unsustainable
financial impost on the clubs
and would be met with strong
opposition from the clubs.

3. Recover Costs (25%)





Same as Option 2.

Council could decide to
recover 25% of its annual
cost from the clubs.
4. Recover Costs (10%)
Council could decide to
recover 10% of its annual
cost from the clubs.

Council would reduce its current
annual costs by 25%.



Council would reduce its current
annual costs by 10%.
Enables Council to increase its
cost recovery in a reasonable
manner should it wish to do so.
Could be supported by the clubs
over the other options should
Council wish to increase its cost
recovery.
Increase in Council cost
recovery could be achieved by
indexing a small increase
annually over a short or medium
term lease.



Might not be considered an
adequate increase in Council
cost recovery given its
current expenditure.
Could be met with some
objections from the clubs
even if the increase is
indexed over the term of the
lease.

Council would only incur approx.
9-10% of its current costs to
deliver the ‘open space’ base
service.
Council would not be obligated
to
deliver
any
of
the
requirements of the clubs even
if these increase in the future.
The clubs’ current lease fees
would be reduced (except in the
case of Goodwood Saints
Football Club who do not
currently pay a fee for use of the
Oval).





2. Split Costs (50-50)
Council could decide to
evenly split its annual cost
with the clubs.






5. Peppercorn Rental
Council could decide to
deliver the base ‘open
space’
service
(what
would be required if there
was no organised sports),
charge the clubs a
peppercorn rental ($1/yr)
and place all ground
preparation and ongoing
maintenance on the clubs
to deliver.
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Council’s
current
costs
would remain unchanged.
Council would be unable to
address
the
ongoing
increase of the expectations
of the clubs regarding their
service levels.

The clubs would incur
significant costs to prepare
the grounds which may be a
significant and unsustainable
financial impost.
The quality of the surfaces
and maintenance works
could be compromised if
external contractors are
appointed by the clubs.
The clubs may wish to seek
a reduction to public access
by the community if they are
made responsible for the
maintenance costs feeling a
sense of ‘ownership’ over the
facilities which would not be
supported by Council or the
wider community.

The key considerations for Council are summarised as follows:
 Are the options provided considered to be reasonable in terms of providing
Council with a range of potential solutions moving forward?
 Are there other options which should be considered?
 What is considered to be the most appropriate option moving forward?

5.4

Other Considerations (Unley Oval)

There is another consideration for Council regarding Unley Oval. As mentioned earlier
in this Discussion Paper, Council has received grant funding for the upgrade of the
irrigation and ground surface at the Oval. It is therefore timely for Council to consider
whether cricket should continue to be played at this site.
5.4.1

Hosting Cricket

The Sturt Cricket Club has been using Unley Oval for a very long time. However, it is
a club which is based outside the City of Unley and uses the ground for its lowers Cs
and Ds teams only.
Trainings are not held at the Oval by the club and it is only used for 10-12 matches
annually during the cricket season. Council incurs a cost of approximately $62,000
annually just to prepare the ground to play these matches.
The key considerations for Council are summarised as follows:
 Should cricket continue to be hosted at Unley Oval?
 If cricket should continue at Unley Oval, should the Sturt Cricket Club be
issued with a new lease, or should there be another local club?
 If cricket is not to continue at Unley Oval, does Council want to explore
another summer sport to be played at the site?
5.4.2

Offer from Sturt Football Club

The Sturt Football Club has recently written to the Administration and offered to pay
an increase of $10,000 annually in addition to its current lease fee for an all-year round
lease. This would obviously mean that cricket would not be played at the Oval.
The club has advised that this would not necessarily result in a significant increase in
its usage of the ground. It does however provide the opportunity to potentially host
AFLW games on a regular basis on the Oval during summer. In ensuring this, Council
could as part of negotiating a new lease, ensure the 500-hours currently provided to
the club as access to the ground is retained as a condition of use.

6.

This Document

This document has been presented to Elected Members for review and consideration
ahead of the briefing to be held on 21 September 2022.
No formal discussions have been held with the clubs at this time. Following the
briefing, the Administration will present a report to Council to formalise its positions
and commence consultation with the community and clubs, as required and in
accordance with Council’s decisions.
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